[Molecular genetics and familial ataxia].
Linkage studies with DNA polymorphic markers allowed to map the loci of three inherited ataxia and to explore genetic heterogeneity in inherited ataxia in general. The locus of Friedreich ataxia, the most frequent of all recessive ataxias, has been mapped in 9q13-q21. In addition, Friedreich ataxia is an homogeneous genetic entity since all families from all populations tested (mainly European, North-American and from the Mediterranean basin) show linkage with this locus. But the severity of the disease varied in a few families. A form of recessive ataxia associated with a selective and severe serum vitamin E deficiency, which frequently presents clinically like typical Friedreich ataxia, is not linked to 9q13-q21 markers. The autosomal recessive spastic ataxia from Charlevoix-Saguenay (a region of Quebec) is also not linked to these markers. Both entities are therefore distinct genetically from Friedreich ataxia. Among dominant ataxias, the most important group is olivo-ponto-cerebellar ataxia which is heterogeneous and for which any classification is hindered by important intra-familial variability. This group corresponds to at least three distinct loci, two of which have been mapped, one in 6p23-p24, and the other, more recently, on chromosome 12. Prenatal and presymptomatic diagnosis based on linked markers can be made for the three mapped ataxias, but only in families with an affected individual for whom the diagnosis has been ascertained by through clinical investigation or by linkage analysis if the family is large enough (mainly for the dominant diseases). Linked markers are also the first tools for the search of the defective genes by positional cloning.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)